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Abstract. A mobile (truck-mounted) FM/CW scatterometer system operating at 
X-band is described. The radar system has been designed within the framework 
of the scientific investigation project entitled Microwave Active Remote Sensing 
Methods Development for Jnvestigation of Soil and Soil Erosion Processes. This 
microwave instrument has been generally developed to provide experimental data 
for scattering properties of agriculture fields with different rate of soil erosion. 
The design details of scatterometer realization and calibration procedures used in 
the backscatteiing measurements are presented and discussed in this paper. 

1. Introduction 

A ground-based .scatterometer system is a non-imaging calibrated radar usually of the 
frequency-modulated current wave (FM/CW) type. The frequency modulation instru
mental principles are preferred for such kind of radar system, since the desired range 
discrimination is relatively easy to implement. This is an useful tool providing accurate 
measurements of the target scattering coefficient as a function of incidence angle [1]. 
Application of the active methods for remote sensing of environment requires careful 
analysis and adequate interpretation of the experimental data obtained by imaging radars 
(SLAR, SAR). In this connection the ground-based scatterometers are the most appro
priate facilities, that could promote verification and improvement of existing scattering 
models and methodology, and creation of new ones. 

2. Design Consideration 

System Requirements 
The developed scatterometer system was designed for remote sensing of bare or veg
etation covered fields, forest canopies and other targets. Consequently, the following 
main requirements were considered in its design: 
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I . Accurate measurements of the targets backscattering coefficient a0 over large 
incidence angles and distance regions; 

2. Good range resolution to obtain several independent samples for the backscat
tering coefficient over the illuminated area of extended targets or to identify 
backscattering sources within distributed targets. This requirement is to achieve 
a small variation in a 0 values within each of the resolution cells, so that the 
backscattering coefficient could be assumed as a constant; 

3. High-system sensitivity to provide reliable measurements for the small values of 
the backscattering coefficient especially observed at near grazing angles; 

4. Possibilities for simultaneous calculation of the backscattering coefficient with 
radar measurements. 

Typically, the backscattering coefficient values, most probably occurred in the X
band, vary from 10 dB to -40 dB for like-polarizations and with 10-15 dB less than 
those for cross-polarization at incidence angles from 10-20° to 70-80° respectively. 
Therefore, a scatterometer system should have appropriate dynamic range for backscat
tering coefficient measurements to guarantee reliable results for expected small values 
of a 0 within the whole desired range of distances and incidence angles [2]. 

3. System Description 

The basic block-diagram of the direct-modulating and direct-mixing FM/CW scat
terometer system is shown in Fig. I. The main system parameters are listed in Table I. 

Fig. 1. 
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Table 1. FM / CW scatterometer parameters 

Parameter 

Central frequency 
Modulation bandwidth 
Polarization modes 
Incidence angles 
Dynamic range of the backscattering coefficient 
Transmitted power 
Distance range 
Range resolution with Hanning window 
Main Jobe gain of the antenna system 

transmitter antenna 
receiver antenna 

Calibration methods 
internal 
external 

Radar control 

Microwave· unit 

Value 

9.45 GHz 
300 MHz 

HI-I, VY, HY and VI-I 
20 - 80 degrees 

> 45 dB 
70mW 
5 - 30 m 
2.5 m 

26 dB 
20 dB 

l 00 ns delay line 
radar reflectors 

PC XTJ AT microcomputer 

The mitrowave o~cillator used is a Gunn diode oscillator of Voltage Control Oscil
lator (VCO) type. It was designed in the Microwave Solid State Laboratory of the 
Institute of Electronics. The initial frequency oscillator characteristic, depending on 
the voltage control signal (Uvco) supplied, is nonlinear. Nonlinear frequency sweep
ing affects seriously the measurement accuracy (3]. Thus, in order to achieve a linear 
frequency deviation within sweep bandwidth B = 300 MHz around central frequency 
fc = 9.45 GHz a special module for frequency modulation control was designed. This 
module is controlled by PC XT I AT computer. It contains an 8-bit D/ A convertor for 
generation of voltage modulation signals Uvco(t) with specific waveform derived from 
the initial frequency oscillator characteristic F[Uvco] under requirement for linear fre
quency deviation: 

(1) 

where Tis the sweep time and W0 = 27rfo is the lower comer angular-frequency of the 
sweep band. The relation between the distance (R) and the corresponding intermediate 
frequency (Fir) in FM radars with linear frequency deviation could be written as [4] 

where c denotes the speed of light. 

, 2RB 
hr= -

c T 
(2) 

The real range resolution is detennined by the frequency resolution obtained in the 
power spectrum of the output signal Sir( t). The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is usually 
applied to the signal discretes: In the best case, when the record time is equal to T 
and FFT power spectrum is calculated without windowing of the time-domain data the 
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(3) 

For oscillators of VCO type is difficult to provide both linear frequency deviation 
and significant power of generation (greater than 70-80 mW). Due to the nonperfect 
line~rity of frequency deviation and using Windowing techniques, the theoretically 
possible range resolution (3) is additionally deteriorated. 

Signal Data Processing 

In accordance with the samplin'g theorem, for correct spectral analysis of the output 
scatterometer signal S;r(t), the sampling frequency (Fs) has to be at least twice the 
maximum intennediate frequency F;rmax· The frequency Firmax corresponds to the max
imum range capability (Rmax) of interest. This implies a low-pass filtering of the S;r( t) 
to avoid aliasing. The filter should have appropriate in its stop-band frequency (SBFatn) 
greater than the dynamic range of the n-bit AI D convertor used. The latter means that 
(5] 

SBFatn = 20 lg ( vf32n+1) . (4) 

Following the block-diagram the transmitted signal may be written ~s 
• 

(5) 

where 

s,(t) ~ Ro { A(t) oxp [-j I w,(t')dt']} (6) 

is generated VCO's signal expressed in complex form. L 1 is the constant representing 
the decrease in transmitted power due to the losses in the microwave transmitter unit 
and for mixer feeding and generation of the internal calibration signal. 

The rada~ Eq. (4) gives the relation between transmitted (Pi) and received (Pr) power 
arising by independent backscattering from individual elements within illuminated area 
S. 

Pr = P1>.2 fr { [Gi(r)Gr(r)O'o(r)] ds 
(47r) 3 . J r4 

s 
(7) 

where >. is the incidence wavelength; r is the range of observation; G
1 

and Gr are the 
transmit and the receive antenna patterns. 

Separate antennas are usually used in all ground based scatterometers to provide the 
isolation between transmitter and receiver units. The backscattering, coefficient 0"0 (r) 
could be assumed as a constant over the range resolution sell and taken out from the 
integral in Eq. (7), provided that the range resolution 11R is small in comparison with 
the range of observation r and the transmit antenna pattern is narrow. The integral in 
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the radar equation depends on the exact geometry '(antennas height, incidence angle) 
and explicit functions used for approximation of the real antenna patterns. The next 
relations for signals' feeding the scatterometer mixer might be written following the 
block-diagram shown in Fig. I 

Sm(t) = dSg(t), 

Srm(t) = VLLrSi(t - T) 

(8) 

(9) 

where d denotes the power on internal reference signal directed to the mixer; Lr rep
resents the losses in the microwave receiver unit and 

(10) 

is a constant taken from the radar Eq. (7) where with I is denoted the value of the 
integral. The substitution of Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) and multiplication ofEq. (8) with Eq. (9) 
yields the expression for output scatterometer signal at intermediate frequency (IF) 

S;r(t) = Sg(t)Sg(t - T)Loss , (11) 

where Loss = dVLLrL1Lm; Lm is a constant representing the mixer transformation 
losses. Taking into account Eq. (6), the real IF signal could be represented in a more 

appropriate form 

. S;r(t) = LossA(t)A(t - T) cos (W;rt + W;r) , (12) 

B 
where W;r = -T and W;r 

T 
simplified by the assumption 

WoT - !!_T2 . Additionally, the Eq. (12) might be 
2T 

A(t) ~ A(t - T) ' (13) 

This assumption is practically correct for all ground-based scatterometer systems since 
they usually operate with very small delay time T in the order of 100-300 ns. This 
time T is negligible in comparison with the sweep time T. 

Control Unit 
The output IF signal is preamplified (10 dB) to achieve the required level in the control 
unit. After filtering it is lead to the Bruel&KjIBr High Resolution Signal Analyzer Type 
2033. The advanced and flexible facilities of the Signal Analyzer 2033 are used to 
obtain a real-time FFT spectra of the output IF signal. A microcomputer PC XT I AT 
controls and synchronizes frequency modulation, sampling and FFT data transfer dur
ing measurement procedure. The control is realized by microcomputers IEEE 488 and 
PIA interfaces. The FFT spectra obtained are stored on a computer hard disk. A specific 
software was developed for control and automatization of the scatterometer measure-

ments. 
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4. Radar Calibration 

Both internal and external calibration are adopted in this scatterometer system. For in
ternal calibration a part of the transmitted power is fed into receiver units via a 100 ns 
delay line with known los's. The microwave switch used guarantees at least 25 dB iso
lation. Internal calibration is employed to provide operative control for variations of 
the radar system parameters such as oscillator power, receiver gain, mixer performance, 
etc, due to temperature variations. It is useful to carry out internal calibration before 
and after each measurement to remote the possible short-tenn variations. External cal
ibration is required fur absolute measurements of the target backscattering coefficient. 
It is performed by comparing the received l;>ackscattering signals obtained from the 
target and objects with known radar cross-section. Metal spheres and corner reflectors 
of different sizes are employed for external calibration of this scatterometer system. 
In order to reduce the effect of background' noise they are placed above (2-3 m) the 
surface. The internal noise signal of the scatterometer is determined by pointing the 
antennas to the sky. 

The following equation represents the evaluation of the backscattering coefficient 
on the basis of external calibration method [1] 

P, 1 
P. Uc R4 

ao = c c 
I 

(14) 

where P, and Pc are the power of signals received from the target and from the radar 
calibrator respectively; ac is the radar cross section of the object used for calibra
tion; Re is the distance from the antenna system to the radar calibrator. According to 
the calibration approach described above the accuracy measurement of a 0 should be 
analyzed. 

5. Accuracy Measurement of O"o 

The measurement precision of a0 depends on the variables in Eq. (14). Assuming that 
all of them are independent the following expression could be derived for the relative 
error: 

( ~:c r + (~Ir+ ( 4~~c r + ( ~:' r + ( ~;c r (15) 

Careful analysis of the technical characteristics of the scatterometer system and the 
real experiment conditions show that the accounted value of illumination integral I is 
the critical parameter that most strongly affects the measurement accuracy of a0 on 
ground-based measurements. Therefore, to obtain a good absolute accuracy of about 
1.5 dB we should reduce the measurement errors associated with the antenna system [ 1, 
6, 7]. Pointing the transmit and receive antennas and sidelobes in their radiant patterns 
affect considerably the measurement accuracy. In order to provide perfect overlapping 
of the antenna's footprints the receive antenna used has a significantly wider beamwidth 
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of 18° in comparison with 9° for transmit antenna. The theoretical calculation and the 
experimental measurements show that the effect of antennas sidelobes on the measured 
reflection power is negligible due to the spatial non-coincidence of the sidelobe foot
prints. Hence, only the main lobe has to be accounted. Another question of interest 
concerns the number of independent samples required for adequate estimation of a0

. 

According to the Rayleigh fading statistics, that is assumed to be appropriate in radar 
measurements [1, 4], the standard deviations and the mean value a 0 are related as 

s 1 
aO = >/N (16) 

where N is the total number of independent samples. The experimental results and 
observation indicate that the minimum number of independent values needed is about 
N~ 10. 

6. Conclusion 

A mobile FM/CW scatterometer system, designed for ground-based monitoring at X
band, has been presented. The scatterometer system was built for development and 
application of the microwave active remote sensing methods in agriculture. The techni
cal characteristics of the scatterometer were tested by measurements in laboratory and 
field conditions. They were found to be in agreement with the design requirements. 
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